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ABSTRACT
The Kepler mission has revealed a great diversity of planetary systems and architectures, but most of the planets
discovered by Kepler orbit faint stars. Using new data from the K2 mission, we present the discovery of a five-
planet system transiting a bright (V= 8.9, K= 7.7) star called HIP41378. HIP41378 is a slightly metal-poor late
F-type star with moderate rotation (v sin i; 7 -km s 1) and lies at a distance of 116±18 pc from Earth. We find
that HIP41378 hosts two sub-Neptune-sized planets orbiting 3.5% outside a 2:1 period commensurability in 15.6
and 31.7 day orbits. In addition, we detect three planets that each transit once during the 75 days spanned by K2
observations. One planet is Neptune-sized in a likely ∼160 day orbit, one is sub-Saturn-sized, likely in a ∼130 day
orbit, and one is a Jupiter-sized planet in a likely ∼1 year orbit. We show that these estimates for the orbital periods
can be made more precise by taking into account dynamical stability considerations. We also calculate the
distribution of stellar reflex velocities expected for this system, and show that it provides a good target for future
radial velocity observations. If a precise orbital period can be determined for the outer Jovian planets through
future observations, this system will be an excellent candidate for follow-up transit observations to study its
atmosphere and measure its oblateness.
Key words: planets and satellites: detection – planets and satellites: gaseous planets
1. INTRODUCTION
The Kepler spacecraft (launched in 2009) has been a
tremendously successful planet hunter (Borucki et al.
2010, 2011; Koch et al. 2010). Over the course of its original
mission, which lasted four years, Kepler discovered thousands
of planetary candidates around distant stars (Coughlin
et al. 2016), demonstrating the diversity and prevalence of
planetary systems (e.g., Muirhead et al. 2012; Orosz et al.
2012; Fabrycky et al. 2014; Morton & Swift 2014). Kepler’s
contributions include measuring the size distribution of
exoplanets (Howard et al. 2012; Fressin et al. 2013; Petigura
et al. 2013b), understanding the composition of planets
intermediate in size between the Earth and Neptune (Weiss &
Marcy 2014; Wolfgang et al. 2016), measuring the prevalence
of rocky planets in their host stars’ habitable zones (Dressing &
Charbonneau 2013, 2015; Petigura et al. 2013a; Foreman-
Mackey et al. 2014; Burke et al. 2015), and uncovering the
wide range of orbital architectures, such as tightly packed
planetary systems (Campante et al. 2015), and planets in and
(more commonly) near low-order mean motion resonances
(MMRs; Carter et al. 2012; Steffen & Hwang 2015).
While Kepler’s discoveries have been illuminating, many
questions about these systems still remain, and are difficult to
answer because Kepler planet host stars are typically faint.
Kepler observed a single 110 square degree field for 4 years,
and that deep survey strategy produced many candidates that
are too faint for intensive follow-up observations. Because of
this limitation, our understanding of the properties of Kepler
planets is incomplete. For instance, radial velocity (RV) follow-
ups of the brightest planet candidates on short period orbits
have found that planets smaller than about 1.5 Earth radii are
typically rocky (Dressing et al. 2015; Rogers 2015), but masses
measured from the inversion of transit-timing variations
(TTVs) show a population of low-density planets orbiting
farther from their host stars than most transiting planets with
RV measurements (Steffen 2016). There are few planets with
masses measured from TTVs transiting stars bright enough for
RV follow-up, and in the few cases where both types of
measurements are possible, there is not always perfect
agreement (e.g., KOI 94: Masuda et al. 2013; Weiss et al.
2013). Kepler has also discovered giant planets transiting stars
on long-period orbits (Kipping et al. 2014, 2016) whose
atmospheres could be studied via transmission spectroscopy
(Dalba et al. 2015), but these planets orbit stars fainter than
most stars hosting planets with well-characterized atmospheres
(e.g., Deming et al. 2013; Kreidberg et al. 2014).
The end of the original Kepler mission in 2013 due to a
mechanical failure has led to new opportunities for the Kepler
spacecraft to discover planets orbiting brighter stars than
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before. In its new K2 extended mission (Howell et al. 2014),
Kepler observes many fields along the ecliptic plane for up to
80 days. Over the course of the K2 mission, Kepler could
survey up to 20 times the sky area as it did in its original
mission, greatly increasing the number of bright stars and other
rare objects observed. The K2 mission has already yielded
transiting planets and candidates around (for example) stars as
bright as 8th magnitude (Vanderburg et al. 2016), nearby
M-dwarfs (Crossfield et al. 2015; Petigura et al. 2015; Hirano
et al. 2016; Schlieder et al. 2016), and stars in nearby open
clusters (Mann et al. 2016).
Because it only observes stars for about 80 days before
moving onto new fields, K2 is not as sensitive to planetary
systems with complex architectures as the original Kepler
mission. While Kepler detected systems with up to seven
transiting planets (Cabrera et al. 2014; Schmitt et al. 2014), K2
has not yet discovered any systems with more than three
transiting planet candidates13 (Sinukoff et al. 2015; Vanderburg
et al. 2016).
In this paper, we report the discovery of a system of five
transiting planets using K2 data. The host star is one of the
brightest planet host stars from either Kepler or K2, with a V-
magnitude of 8.9 and a K magnitude of 7.7, and has a
trigonometric parallax-based distance of 116±18 pc. The
planetary system displays a rich architecture, with two sub-
Neptunes slightly outside of MMR and three larger planets in
longer period orbits. The outer planet is a gas giant on an
approximately 325 day orbit (detected by a single transit in the
80 days of K2 data), and if a precise orbital period can be
recovered, it will be a favorable target for follow-up
observations. In Section 2 we describe both the K2 observa-
tions and our follow-up observations taken to characterize the
system and rule out false positive scenarios. Section 3 presents
our analysis and a determination of planet parameters, our
statistical validation of the transit signals as genuine planets,
and includes dynamical constraints requiring system stability.
A discussion of our results is presented in Section 4, followed
by a summary in Section 5.
2. OBSERVATIONS
2.1. K2 Light Curve
HIP41378, also known as EPIC 211311380 and K2-93, was
observed by the Kepler space telescope during Campaign 5 of
its extended K2 mission for a period of about 75 days between
2015 April 27 and 2015 July 10. We downloaded the calibrated
target pixel files for HIP41378 from the Mikulski Archive for
Space Telescopes, and processed the light curve following
Vanderburg & Johnson (2014) and Vanderburg et al. (2016) to
produce a photometric light curve and remove systematic
effects from the light curve caused by the K2 mission’s
unstable pointing. Visual inspection of the K2 light curve by
one of us (M.H.K.) revealed the presence of nine individual
transit events at high confidence. A Box Least Squares
periodogram search (Kovács et al. 2002) of the light curve
revealed that four of the nine individual transits occur
periodically every 15.57 days. Two other transits are also
consistent in shape, duration, and depth and occur approxi-
mately 31.7 days apart, suggesting two planets near the 2:1
MMR. The remaining three transit events seen in the K2 light
curve are not consistent with one another and each have longer
durations than the repeating transits, suggesting orbital periods
that are longer than the 75 days of K2 observations. We
designate five planet candidates around HIP41378; we refer to
the inner two candidates as HIP41378b and HIP41378c, in
order of increasing orbital period, and we refer to the outer
three planet candidates as HIP41378d, HIP41378e, and
HIP41378f, in order of increasing transit duration.
After identifying transits in the light curve, we reprocessed
the K2 data by simultaneously fitting the transits with the K2
roll systematics and the long-term variability in the star’s light
curve, as described in Vanderburg et al. (2016). The resulting
light curve has a precision of 10.6 parts per million (ppm) per
six hours or 38 ppm per 30 minute long cadence exposure and
is shown in Figure 1 along with the raw uncorrected light
curve.
The photometric aperture we used to extract the K2 light
curve is large due to HIP41378’s brightness. We inspected
archival imaging from the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey
and found that another nearby star that was about five
magnitudes fainter than HIP41378 falls inside our photometric
aperture. We checked that the transit signals are in fact centered
on HIP41378 by extracting a light curve from smaller
photometric apertures that exclude the nearby star. Although
the photometric precision of the light curves from smaller
apertures is significantly worse than the photometric precision
of our original large aperture, we detect all nine transits at the
same depths as the original light curve. We therefore conclude
that the transits are not centered on the fainter star.
2.2. High Resolution Spectroscopy
We observed HIP41378 with the Tillinghast Reflector
Echelle Spectrograph (TRES) on the 1.5 m telescope at Fred L.
Whipple Observatory on Mt. Hopkins, Arizona. We obtained
spectra on four different nights in 2016 January and February.
The spectra were obtained at a spectral resolving power of
λ/Δλ=44,000, and exposures of 360–450 s yielded spectra
with signal-to-noise ratios of 90 to 110 per resolution element.
We see no evidence for chromospheric calcium II emission
from the H-line at 396.85 nm. We cross-correlated the four
spectra with a model spectrum and inspected the resulting
cross-correlation functions (CCFs). There is no evidence in the
CCFs for additional, second sets of stellar lines. We measure an
absolute RV for HIP41378 of 50.7 -km s 1, and the four
individual spectra show no evidence for high-amplitude RV
variations. We measured relative radial velocities by cross-
correlating each observation with the strongest observation and
found no evidence for RV variations greater than TRES’s
intrinsic RV precision of 15 -m s 1.
2.3. Adaptive Optics Imaging
We observed HIP41378 with the Robo-AO adaptive optics
(AO) system on the 2.1 m telescope at the Kitt Peak National
Observatory (Baranec et al. 2014; Law et al. 2014; Riddle et al.
2016). Robo-AO is a robotic laser guide star adaptive optics
system, which has recently moved to the 2.1 m telescope at Kitt
Peak from the 1.5 m telescope at Palomar Observatory. We
obtained an image on 2016 April 2 with an i′-band filter. The
observation consisted of a series of exposures taken at a
frequency of 8.6 Hz, which were then shifted and added using
13 The WASP-47 system hosts four planets, only three of which are known to
transit (Hellier et al. 2012; Becker et al. 2015; Neveu-VanMalle et al. 2016).
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HIP41378 as the tip–tilt guide star. The total integration time
was 120 s.
The resulting image showed no evidence for any compa-
nions to HIP41378 within the 36″×36″ Robo-AO field of
view; the nearby star discussed in Section 2.1 falls outside the
field of view. The AO observations allow us to exclude the
presence of companion stars two magnitudes fainter than
HIP41378 at a distance of 0 25, and stars four magnitudes
fainter at a distance of 0 7 with 5σ confidence.
3. ANALYSIS
3.1. Spectroscopic and Stellar Properties
We measured spectroscopic properties from each of the four
TRES observations using the Stellar Parameter Classification
(SPC, Buchhave et al. 2012, 2014) method. SPC cross-
correlates observed spectra with a suite of synthetic spectra
based on Kurucz (1992) atmosphere models, and interpolates
the CCFs to determine the stellar effective temperature,
metallicity, surface gravity, and projected rotational velocity.
The four exposures yield consistent spectroscopic parameters,
which are summarized in Table 2. HIP41378 appears to be a
slightly evolved late F-type star with a temperature of
6199±50 K, a surface gravity of log gcgs,SPC=4.13±0.1,
a metallicity [M/H] of −0.11±0.08, and a projected rotation
velocity of 7.13±0.5 -km s 1.
We determined the mass and radius of HIP41378 using an
online interface14 to interpolate the star’s temperature,
metallicity, V-band magnitude, and Hippacos parallax onto
Padova stellar evolution tracks, as described by da Silva et al.
(2006). We find that HIP41378 has a mass of
1.15±0.064Me and a radius of 1.4±0.19 Re. The
models predict a slightly stronger surface gravity of
log gcgs=4.18±0.1 than the spectroscopic measurement of
4.13±0.1, but the surface gravities are consistent at the 1σ
level. The consistency between the spectroscopic and model
surface gravities provide an independent check that our stellar
parameters are reasonable.
3.2. Transit Analysis
We analyzed the K2 light curve by simultaneously fitting the
five transiting planet candidates and a model for low-frequency
variability using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm with
an affine invariant ensemble sampler (Goodman & Weare
2010). We fit the five transiting planet candidates with Mandel
& Agol (2002) transit models, and we modeled the low
frequency variations with a basis spline. For the two inner
candidates, we fit for the orbital period, time of transit, scaled
semimajor axis (a/Rå), orbital inclination, and planet-to-star
radius ratio (RP/Rå). For the three outer candidates with only
one transit, we fit for the transit time, duration (from the first to
fourth contact), transit impact parameter, and planet-to-star
radius ratio. We fit for quadratic limb darkening coefficients for
all five transits simultaneously, using the the q1 and q2
parametrization from Kipping (2013a). We imposed no priors
on these parameters other than requiring that impact parameters
be positive. We accounted for the effects of the Kepler long
cadence exposure time by oversampling each model data point
by a factor of 30 and performing a trapezoidal numerical
integration. We did not account for any asymmetry in the
transit light curve due to eccentricity—this effect scales with
(a/Rå)
−3 and is too small to detect for long-period planets like
these (Winn 2010). We note that our choice to parameterize the
orbits by their inclinations is an approximation—although
orbits are uniformly distributed in icos , not i, the difference is
negligible for nearly edge-on orbits like those of the planets
transiting HIP41378. We performed a Monte Carlo calculation
and found that the different parameterizations only change our
Figure 1. Raw K2 light curve (blue, top), and systematic corrected light curve (orange, bottom). The best-fit transit model is shown as a black line over the orange
systematics-corrected light curve. We have flattened the light curve by removing our best-fit long term trend from the simultaneous transit/systematic fit. The three
deepest transits are single-events, and are highly inconsistent with each other in terms of depth and duration. The systematics correction improves the photometric
precision to a level of 10 ppm per six hours—comparable to the best light curves from the original Kepler mission.
14 http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/param
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final measured inclinations by roughly 10−4 degrees, much less
than our measured uncertainties in inclination.
We sampled the parameter space using 150 walkers evolved
through 40,000 links, and removed the first 20,000 links during
which time the chains were “burning-in” to a converged state.
This yielded a total of 3,000,000 individual samples. We tested
the convergence of the MCMC chains by calculating the
Gelman-Rubin statistic (Gelman & Rubin 1992). For each
parameter, the Gelman-Rubin statistic was below 1.04,
indicating our MCMC fits were converged.
We plot the transit light curves for each planet and the best-
fitting transit model in Figure 2.
3.3. Statistical Validation
The transit signals in the K2 light curve of HIP41378 that
we attribute to transiting planets could in principle have a non-
planetary astrophysical origin. In this subsection, we argue that
astrophysical false positive scenarios are unlikely in the case of
the HIP41378 system, and a planetary interpretation of the
transit signals is well justified.
We began by calculating the false positive probability (FPP)
of the inner two planet candidates, which both have precisely
measured orbital periods from multiple transits in the K2 light
curve, using the vespa software package (Morton 2012,
2015). Vespa takes information about the transit shape, orbital
period, host star parameters, location in the sky, and
observational constraints and calculates the likelihood that a
given transit signal has an astrophysical origin other than a
transiting planet. We used vespa to calculate the FPP of
HIP41378b and HIP41378c given constraints on the depth
of any secondary eclipse from the K2 light curve and limits on
any nearby companion stars in the K2 aperture from Robo-AO.
We also used the fact that our RV measurements of HIP41378
show no variations greater than about 15 -m s 1 to exclude all
foreground eclipsing binary false positive scenarios. Given
these constraints, we calculate that the FPP for HIP41378b is
very small, of order 2×10−6, and the FPP of HIP41378c is
3×10−3, somewhat larger but still quite low. These FPPs do
not take into account the fact that we detect five different
candidate transit signals toward HIP41378 and that the vast
majority of Kepler multi-transiting candidate systems are real
planetary systems (Latham et al. 2011; Lissauer et al. 2012).
Lissauer et al. (2012) estimate that being in a system of three or
more candidates increases the likelihood of a given transit
signal being real by a factor of ∼50–100. Taking this
multiplicity argument into account, the FPP for HIP41378b
decreases to roughly 10−7 and the FPP for HIP41378c
decreases to roughly 10−4. We therefore consider HIP41378b
and HIP41378c to be validated as genuine planets.
It is more difficult to calculate the FPP for the outer planet
candidates. Because the orbital period is unconstrained, a
vespa-like false positive analysis loses an important piece of
information (namely, the duration of the transit compared to the
orbital period). Even though we can estimate the orbital period
of the outer three planets (assuming they indeed transit
HIP41378), we have no constraint on orbital periods for the
scenario where the single-transit signals are astrophysical false
positives. We do, however, know that the three single-transits
are detected in a multi-transiting planet candidate system and
can use this fact to estimate the false positive probabilities
without any knowledge of the transit shapes and orbital
Figure 2. Phase-folded light curve for each of the five transiting planets in the HIP41378 system. The individual K2 long cadence data points are shown as gray
circles, and the best-fit transit model is shown as a thick purple line. The scaling on the x-axis is the same for each sub-panel. In each panel, we have subtracted the
best-fit transit model for the other four planets for clarity.
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periods. Lissauer et al. (2012) give expressions for estimating
the likelihood of false positive signals in multiple planet
systems. Using these expressions with numbers from the recent
Data Release 24 Kepler planet candidate catalog (Coughlin
et al. 2016), we find that the probability of a given target having
two planets and three false positives is roughly 10−12, the
probability of the target having three planets and two false
positives is roughly 10−9, and the probability of the target
having four planets and one false positive is roughly 5×10−7.
From the observed number of systems with five or more
transiting planets discovered by Kepler, the probability of a star
hosting such a system is roughly 18/198646 or 10−4. When we
compare these probabilities, we find that, a priori, it is 108
times more likely that HIP41378 hosts five transiting planets
than two planets and three false positives, 105 times more likely
that HIP41378 hosts five transiting planets than three planets
and two false positives, and about 200 times more likely that
HIP41378 hosts five transiting planets than four planets and
one false positive. When this information is combined with the
fact that the transits are u-shaped (consistent with small planets)
rather than v-shaped (consistent with a background false
positive), and our adaptive optics imaging rules out many
possible background contaminants, we have high confidence
that all five candidates in the HIP41378 system are genuine
planets.
3.4. Dynamics
The richness of the HIP41378 planetary system gives rise to
questions about its dynamics and architecture. In this section,
we aim to address and place constraints on the dynamical
stability of the system and the resonance state of the inner two
planets. The dynamical stability arguments we make in this
section are useful for constraining the orbital periods of the
outer two planets (which we do in Section 3.5).
3.4.1. Inner Planets
We first considered the two inner planets, which both show
multiple transit events in the K2 light curve and therefore have
precisely measured orbital periods. The ratio of the orbital
periods of the two inner planets is just 3.57% larger than 2:1, so
we tested whether the two planets orbit in a 2:1 MMR.
We assessed the resonant state of the inner two planets by
conducting 10,000 numerical simulations of the orbits of the
inner two planets over 100,000 years using the Mercury6 N-
body integrator (Chambers 1999). For each trial, we drew the
orbital elements of each planet from the posterior probability
distribution from the MCMC transit fit (Section 3.2). We
assigned masses to the planets using the the methodology of
Becker & Adams (2016)—to summarize, given the planet radii,
we draw masses from several published mass–radius relations:
the Weiss & Marcy (2014) relation for planets with
Rp<1.5 R⊕, the Wolfgang et al. (2016) relation for planets
with 4 R⊕>Rp>1.5 R⊕, and for planets larger than 4 R⊕ we
solve for mass by drawing the mean planetary density from a
normal distribution centered at ρ=1.3±0.5 g cm−3, taking
the hot Jupiter radius anomaly into account using the relation
from Laughlin et al. (2011).
We tested each of the 10,000 realizations of the system for
resonant behavior. The condition for resonance is more
stringent than that of a period commensurability: for a pair of
planets to be resonant, they must have oscillating (rather than
circulating) resonance angles, which means that the longitude
of conjunction (the location where the the planets pass closest
together) has an approximately stable location. Resonances are
sometimes referred to as a “bound states” because planets can
be trapped in the energetically favorable configuration where
the resonance angles oscillate back and forth in a potential well,
like a pendulum with an energy low enough to swing back and
forth rather than swing 360° over the top (Ketchum et al. 2013).
At the same time, a pair of planets can have a period ratio
slightly out of an integer ratio and still be in resonance. We
examined the resonance argument of the inner two planets, j,
which is defined as:
( ) ( )j l l v= + - -p q p q , 1inner outer outer
where p/(p+ q) is the order of the resonance (which is 2:1, so
p= 1 and q= 1 for these planets), ϖ is the longitude of
pericenter, and λ is the angular location in orbit.
Out of the 10,000 system realizations that we tested, none of
them were in resonance (all had circulating rather than
oscillating resonant arguments). Therefore, we conclude that
the inner two planets orbiting HIP41378 do not orbit in a
MMR. This conclusion is not surprising—the sample of multi-
planet systems from Kepler shows that planets more often orbit
near, but not in, MMRs (Veras & Ford 2012). The fact that
these planets orbit slightly outside of MMR is also reminiscent
of trends seen in Kepler multi-planet systems. Fabrycky et al.
(2014) found that period ratios slightly larger than 2:1 (as is the
case for these two planets) are overrepresented in the
population of observed systems, and slightly smaller ratios
are underrepresented. Thus, there is no evidence to suggest that
these planets are in resonance, but they are a part of the
overabundance of planets that pile up slightly outside the
2:1 MMR.
We note that in this analysis, we have examined only the
behavior of the two inner planets. The three outer planets in the
system contribute additional terms in Equation (1), which we
have ignored because of their poorly constrained orbits, but
which could presumably alter the resonant behavior of the inner
two planets. However, we believe that it is unlikely that the
outer planets would significantly affect the inner planets’
resonant state. The periods of the outer three planets are likely
significantly longer (by an order of magnitude or so, see
Section 3.5) than the periods of the inner two planets, so the
outer planets will act like distant static perturbers.
3.4.2. Outer Planets
We performed a separate dynamical analysis to study
possible orbits and configurations of the outer three planets
in the HIP41378 system. The outer three planets only transited
HIP41378 once during the 75 days of K2 observations, so their
orbital periods are not uniquely determined from the light
curve. We do, however, measure the transit duration, radius
ratio, and impact parameter of the three single-transit events,
and our follow-up spectroscopy and analysis measures the
mean stellar density, which allows us to estimate the semimajor
axes and orbital periods of the three outer planets (see Table 2
for the best-fit values for each parameter).
We assessed the dynamical stability of the system by
performing 4000 N-body simulations using the Mercury6
hybrid integrator. We initialized the N-body simulations with
orbital elements drawn from either the posterior probability
distributions of transit parameters or from reasonable priors.
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We estimated the outer singly transiting planets’ orbital
periods (and therefore semimajor axes) from the transit and
stellar parameters using an analytical expression (e.g., Seager
& Mallén-Ornelas 2003) with a correction for nonzero
eccentricity (as in Ford et al. 2008):
( )
( ) ( ) ] ( )
*
* *
p p
v
= +
´ + - ´ -+
-⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟t
P G M m P
R R b R
e
e
arcsin
4
1
1 cos
, 2
d i
i p i i
P i i
i
i i
,
,
2
2
1 3
,
2 2 2
2
where td,i is the transit duration of the ith planet (from first to
fourth contact), Pi is its period (for which we would like to
solve), mp,i is the mass of the ith planet, ei is the orbital
eccentricity, ϖi is the argument of periastron, bi is the impact
parameter, M* is the stellar mass, R* is the stellar radius, and G
is the gravitational constant.
We solved Equation (2) numerically 4000 times for each
outer planets’ orbital period (which we then converted to
semimajor axis). For each of the 4000 realizations, we drew the
quantities td,i, Pi,RP,i, and bi from the light curve posterior
probability distributions from the MCMC transit fits. We
generated the planet masses mp,i from the measured planet radii
using the same piecewise mass–radius relation as was used in
3.4.1. Values for M* and R* were drawn from the posterior
probability distributions generated in Section 3.1, and values
for e were drawn from a beta distribution with shape
parameters α=0.867 and β=3.03 (derived from the
population of observed planets given in Kipping 2013b,
2014; Kipping & Sandford 2016). We used an asymmetric
prior for the argument of periastron ϖ to account for the fact
that the planet is observed to be transiting (the value of which is
dependent on the drawn eccentricity; see Equation (19) in
Kipping & Sandford 2016).
After determining initial parameters, we integrated each of
the 4000 systems forward in time for 1 Myr, long enough to
examine interactions over many secular periods, while
requiring energy be conserved to one part in 108. Of the total
4000 realizations, only a subset (roughly 10%) were dynami-
cally stable over 1 Myr timescales, meaning that dynamical
arguments can help constrain the system architecture, including
the orbits of the three outer planets. We found that the most
important variables for determining the stability of the system
are the orbital eccentricities of the individual planets. For a
given transit duration, the orbital period and eccentricity are
degenerate. As a result, the eccentricities’ constraints translate
into limits on the orbital periods of the outer planets.
Figure 3 shows the difference in initial eccentricity
distribution (namely, the beta distribution prior) and the
eccentricity distribution of the planets in systems that remained
dynamically stable. These distributions are visibly different,
and the eccentricities of stable systems are preferentially lower.
Among our 4000 realizations, all systems containing planets
with eccentricities above e∼0.37 became dynamically
unstable, suggesting that the true eccentricities are less than
this value.
3.5. Orbital Periods of the Outer Planets
In this section, we estimate the orbital period of the three
outer planets transiting HIP41378 under various assumptions
and taking different information into account. We calculate
orbital periods with a similar analysis to that described in the
previous section, in particular by solving Equation (2)
numerically after drawing parameters from the MCMC transit
fit posterior probability distributions or from priors.
We first calculated orbital periods under the assumption of
strictly circular orbits. We also required that the orbital periods
be longer than the baseline of K2 observations before and after
each event—otherwise we would have seen multiple transits.
We find that when we assume a circular orbit, we obtain
relatively tight limits on the periods of the outer three planets,
in particular the two deepest transits with precisely measured
durations and impact parameters. For long-period planets like
these, however, the assumption of a circular orbit is in general
not justified, so we believe these orbital period estimates are
artificially tight. The distributions of orbital periods for the
outer three planets assuming circular orbits are shown in
Figure 4.
We also calculated orbital periods with the assumption of
circular orbits relaxed to allow orbital eccentricities and
arguments of periastron drawn from the same beta distribution
and asymmetric prior described in the previous section (and
which we used as an input to the dynamical simulations). As
noted previously, this distribution matches the observed
distribution of orbital eccentricity for exoplanets detected by
radial velocities. When we do not assume circular orbits, the
limits on the orbital periods are much looser. Although the
median orbital periods we derived under the assumption of
Figure 3. Comparison of input planet eccentricity to dynamical simulations (red dashed lines) and the eccentricity of planets in dynamically stable systems (black
solid lines). The input to the dynamical simulations is the distribution of eccentricities in all exoplanets detected with radial velocities (Kipping 2013b). The difference
in shape between the two curves demonstrates which eccentricities are preferred in dynamically stable systems. Evidently, planets with eccentricities larger than
e∼0.37 or so will cause the system to go dynamically unstable. The maximum of each curve is normalized to one to show the difference in shape between the two
distributions.
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circular orbits and eccentric orbits are relatively similar, the
width of the distribution changes drastically. In the case of
HIP41378f, the uncertainty on the orbital period increases by
an order of magnitude when taking into account nonzero
eccentricity. The orbital period distributions given this prior on
orbital eccentricity are also shown in Figure 4, where they can
be compared to the case of circular orbits.
The fact that the eccentricity of exoplanets tends to follow a
beta distribution is not the only information we have about the
system architecture or orbital eccentricities of the outer three
planets. We can place additional constraints on the orbital
eccentricities (and therefore orbital periods) by requiring that
the system be dynamically stable. In Section 3.4.2, we found
that the HIP41378 system is dynamically unstable on 1Myr
timescales when any of the planets have eccentricities greater
than 0.37, so we remove all orbital periods with eccentricities
greater than 0.37. We also remove all systems that are not Hill
stable (using the criterion from Fabrycky et al. 2014). Enfor-
cing these dynamical stability criteria narrows the distributions
of plausible orbital periods by about 30%. The orbital period
distributions with dynamical stability enforced are also shown
in Figure 4, along with distributions without dynamical
stability enforced for comparison.
Finally, we took into account the fact that we observed these
three planets to be transiting during the 75 days of K2
observations. Planets with shorter orbital periods are more
likely to transit during a limited baseline than planets with
longer orbital periods. We take this information into account by
imposing a prior of the form:
( ) ( ) ( ) =
- <
+
⎪
⎪
⎧
⎨
⎩
P t B
P t B
B t P, ,
1 if
else, 3i d i
i d i
d i i
,
,
,
where  is the probability of observing a transit of planet i, B is
the time baseline of the observations, td,i is the ith planet’s
transit duration, and Pi is the orbital period of the planet i. Here,
we define the planet being “observed to transit” as any part of
its ingress or egress occurring during K2 observations. We
imposed this prior on the orbital period distribution, taking into
account nonzero orbital eccentricity and dynamical stability,
and we show the result in Figure 5. The effect of this prior is to
narrow the period distributions by another ∼30% and to shift
the period distributions to slightly lower values. The effect is
most pronounced on the period distribution of HIP41378d
that had a weakly constrained orbital period because of its
shallow transit.
We summarize our orbital period estimates under these
various assumptions in Table 1. We report the median values
and 1σ widths of each distribution. In this paper, we choose to
adopt the period distributions, which were calculated by taking
into account nonzero eccentricity, dynamical stability, and the
fact that the planets transiting during the K2 observations as our
best estimate for the outer planets’ orbital periods. These
distributions incorporate the most information we have about
the system to give the best possible period estimates.
4. DISCUSSION
HIP41378 is a compelling candidate for follow-up observa-
tions due to its brightness, the accessible size of the planets,
and the system’s rich architecture. HIP41378 is the
second brightest multi-transiting system, behind Kepler-444
(Campante et al. 2015), a system of five sub-Earth-sized planets
with expected RV semi-amplitudes below the noise-floor of
current instrumentation. Unlike the Kepler-444 system, the
planets orbiting HIP41378 should each have measurable RV
semi-amplitudes. We have estimated the likely range of RV
semi-amplitudes for each planet, assuming planetary masses
drawn from the Wolfgang et al. (2016) distribution and periods
and eccentricities drawn from our analysis in Sections 3.4.2 and
3.5. The RV semi-amplitude distributions, shown in Figure 6,
are all centered above 1 -m s 1, and could therefore be
detectable with spectrographs like HARPS-N (Cosentino
et al. 2012) and HIRES (Vogt et al. 1994) in the north, and
HARPS (Mayor et al. 2003) and PFS (Crane et al. 2010) in the
south. It will be the most challenging to detect HIP41378d,
which has an unknown period (unlike the inner two planets)
and most likely induces an RV semi-amplitude of only 2 -m s 1,
but such signals have been detected previously in intensive
observing campaigns (e.g., Lovis et al. 2011).
RV measurements will be particularly valuable for two
reasons. First, precise mass measurements of the inner two
planets can probe the mass–radius diagram in the regime of low
incident flux. Most transiting planets with precise masses orbit
very close to their host stars, where any gaseous envelopes
Figure 4. Probability distributions for the orbital period of each of the outer planets in the system (detected by only a single transit in K2 data). The dashed lines used a
prior of null eccentricity for all three planets. The dotted lines used the Kipping beta distribution as the prior for eccentricity, with the prior for ϖ being that from
Kipping & Sandford (2016), which accounts for both geometrical and observational biases. The solid lines use the Kipping eccentricity and ϖ priors, but impose two
additional priors of dynamical stability and transit probability. The area under each curve is normalized to one for ease of comparison.
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originally present might have been stripped by the intense
stellar radiation. Planet masses measured from transit-timing
variations have shown that some planets on longer periods are
likely less dense than most short period planets. Measuring
precise masses of planets in longer period orbits (like the inner
two planets in this system) can help show whether or not a
planet’s radiation environment affects its density.
RV measurements will also be important for determining the
orbital period of the outer planets, in particular the long-period
gas giant HIP41378f. This planet’s long orbital period and the
brightness of the host star make HIP41378f a promising target
for future transit follow-up studies—provided a precise orbital
period and transit ephemeris can be recovered. HIP41378 is
five magnitudes brighter than the recently discovered transiting
Jupiter analog host Kepler-168 (Kipping et al. 2016), making
HIP41378f one of the best long-period transiting planets for
transit transmission spectroscopy. Studying HIP41378f’s
atmosphere will open up a new regime for atmospheric studies,
which typically focus on short period, highly irradiated planets.
HIP41378f could also be a compelling target to measure
the planet’s oblateness. The planets in our own solar system are
not spherical and are distorted into oblate spheroids by the
planets’ rotation. A planet’s projected oblateness can be
measured from its transit light curve (Hui & Seager 2002).
Indeed, strong constraints have been placed on the degree of
oblateness for hot Jupiters (Carter & Winn 2010; Zhu et al.
2014), even though these planets are not expected to show
measurable oblateness because their rotation periods are likely
to be synchronized with their orbits (Seager & Hui 2002). The
long period of HIP41378f implies that its rotation will not
have tidally synchronized with its orbit, so its oblateness is
likely to be large enough to detect.
Follow-up observations of HIP41378f hinge on our ability to
recover a precise orbital period and transit ephemeris. Because of
the planet’s (apparent) long orbital period, it may be difficult to
measure the spectroscopic orbit precisely enough to recover
transits using a non-dedicated instrument like Spitzer. The
CHEOPS spacecraft (Broeg et al. 2013) may be the ideal
instrument to recover transit ephemerides for the outer planets
(and therefore precise orbital periods), given the mission focus on
transiting planets. Long-term monitoring with CHEOPS may also
reveal additional transiting planet candidates with long orbital
periods that did not happen to transit during the K2 observations.
The challenges we face attempting to measure precise orbital
periods for planets with just a single transit in the HIP41378
light curve are not unique to this system. Numerous single-
transits have been observed in both Kepler data (Wang et al.
2015) and K2 data (Vanderburg et al. 2015; Osborn et al.
2016). Previous studies (Yee & Gaudi 2008; Wang et al. 2015;
Osborn et al. 2016) have shown that it is possible to make sharp
predictions of the orbital period of a planet with a single transit,
assuming strictly circular orbits. This assumption is in general
not justified for long-period exoplanets, where RV surveys
have shown that high eccentricities (greater than those
observed in our solar system) are common (Kipping 2013b),
and weakly constrained eccentricity substantially increases the
range of possible orbital periods (Yee & Gaudi 2008). Here, we
are able to take orbital eccentricity into account and still obtain
relatively strong constraints on orbital periods by incorporating
priors on eccentricity (from RV planet detections), dynamically
stability, and detecting transits during the timespan of K2
Figure 5. Probability distributions for the orbital period of each of the single-transit planets in the system, incorporating dynamical stability alone (dashed lines) and
incorporating dynamical stability and the probability of detecting a single transit with K2 (solid lines). The distribution seen if only taking into account dynamical
stability is the same as the solid lines shown in Figure 4. Incorporating the prior information that these three planets transited during K2 observations sharpens our
predictions of the orbital periods of the three outer planets.
Table 1
Estimated Periods for the Three Outer Planets using Four Choices of Priors
Eccentricity Prior HIP41378d Period HIP41378e Period HIP41378f Period
e=0 -+157 41195 -+132 1437 -+348 1337
e beta distribution (as used in Section 3.4.2) -+188 87397 -+143 52129 -+367 130311
e beta distribution, dynamically stable only -+174 68260 -+140 4392 -+361 103182
Adopted: e beta distribution, dyn. stable only + baseline prior -+156 78163 -+131 3661 -+324 127121
Note. The e=0 prior produces the smallest errors on period, but it is likely these are underestimated. We adopt the results from the fourth line, which uses a the beta
distribution for eccentricity and incorporates priors, accounting for dynamical stability and transit likelihood (Equation (3)) as our best estimates of the orbital periods
in this system.
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observations. These techniques should be developed further. In
future work, they will provide valuable tools for estimating
periods and other orbital elements for singly transiting planets
in multi-planet systems from Kepler, K2, or TESS (Ricker et al.
2015), which will observe most of the sky for only 28 days and
will likely discover over 100 planets with a single-transit event
(Sullivan et al. 2015).
5. SUMMARY
Using data from the K2 mission, we have discovered,
validated, and characterized the HIP41378 planetary system.
Our main results can be summarized as follows.
1. HIP41378 hosts a system of at least five transiting
planets, three of which were discovered by observing
Table 2
System Parameters for HIP41378
Parameter Value 68.3% Confidence Comment
Interval Width
Stellar Parameters
R.A. 8:26:27.85
decl. +10:04:49.35
Distance to Star[pc] 116 ± 18 A
V-magnitude 8.93 A
Må [Me] 1.15 ± 0.064 C
Rå [Re] 1.4 ± 0.19 C
Limb darkening q1 0.311 ± 0.048 D
Limb darkening q2 0.31 ± 0.13 D
glog [cgs] 4.18 ± 0.1 C
Metallicity [M/H] −0.11 ± 0.08 B
Teff [K] 6199 ± 50 B
HIP41378b
Orbital Period, P[days] 15.5712 ± 0.0012 D
Radius Ratio, ( )R RP 0.0188 ± 0.0011 D
Scaled semimajor axis, a/Rå 19.5 ± 4.5 D
Orbital inclination, i[deg] 88.4 ± 1.6 D
Transit impact parameter, b 0.55 ± 0.28 D
Time of Transit tt[BJD] 2457152.2844 ± 0.0021 D
RP[R⊕] 2.90 ± 0.44 C, D
HIP41378c
Orbital Period, P[days] 31.6978 ± 0.0040 D
Radius Ratio, ( )R RP 0.0166 ± 0.0012 D
Scaled semimajor axis, a/Rå 73 ± 18 D
Orbital Inclination, i[deg] 89.58 ± 0.52 D
Transit Impact parameter, b 0.53 ± 0.29 D
Time of Transit tt[BJD] 2457163.1659 ± 0.0027 D
RP[R⊕] 2.56 ± 0.40 C, D
HIP41378d
Orbital Period, P[days] -+156 78163 E
Radius Ratio, ( )R RP 0.0259 ± 0.0015 D
Transit Impact Parameter, b 0.50 ± 0.27 D
Time of Transit tt[BJD] 2457166.2629 ± 0.0016 D
Transit Duration D[hours] 12.71 ± 0.26 D
RP[R⊕] 3.96 ± 0.59 C, D
HIP41378e
Orbital Period, P[days] -+131 3661 E
Radius Ratio, ( )R RP 0.03613 ± 0.00096 D
Transit Impact Parameter, b 0.31 ± 0.17 D
Time of Transit tt[BJD] 2457142.01656 ± 0.00076 D
Transit Duration D[hours] 13.007 ± 0.088 D
RP[R⊕] 5.51 ± 0.77 C, D
HIP41378f
Orbital Period, P[days] -+324 126121 E
Radius Ratio, (RP/Rå) 0.0672 ± 0.0013 D
Transit Impact Parameter, b 0.227 ± 0.089 D
Time of Transit tt[BJD] 2457186.91451 ± 0.00032 D
Transit Duration D[hours] 18.998 ± 0.051 D
RP[R⊕] 10.2 ± 1.4 C, D
Note. A: parameters come from Hippacos. B: parameters come from spectroscopic analysis with SPC. C: parameters come from interpolation of parallax,
V-magnitude, metallicity, and effective temperature onto model isochrones D: parameters come from analysis of the K2 light curve. E: constraints on orbital periods
for singly transiting planets are drawn from the posterior probability distributions of the transit parameters and stellar density, with priors imposed on the eccentricity,
dynamical stability, and detecting transits.
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(only) a single transit. The two inner planets, in 15.6 and
31.7 day orbits, have radii RP=2.9 and 2.6 R⊕,
respectively. The three single-transit planets have radii
of RP=4, 5.5, and 10 R⊕, and orbital periods that are
likely longer than 100 days. These planets orbit a
particularly bright F-type star, HIP41378. The host
HIP41378 is a slightly evolved F-star with a V-band
magnitude of 8.9, an H-band magnitude of 7.8, and a
K-band magnitude of 7.7. As a result, its planetary
system is a good candidate for follow-up observations.
2. The outer three planets only transited HIP41378 once
during the 75 days of K2 observations. Although orbital
periods are not well-defined for single - transit events, we
have constrained the orbital periods of the newly
discovered planets. Using our knowledge of the host’s
stellar properties and the planets’ transit parameters, and a
reasonable prior on the orbital eccentricity, we estimate a
range of possible orbital periods for the outer three
planets. We are able to sharpen these estimates by a factor
of two by incorporating information about the system’s
dynamical stability and the probability of a transit being
observed during the K2 observations. We find that the
most likely periods for the three new planets are -+156 78163,
-+131 3661, and -+324 126121 days for planets d, e, and f,
respectively.
3. Follow-up RV observations could measure masses for all
of the planets and could determine orbital periods for the
three outer planets. We calculate that the reflex velocities
on HIP41378 from HIP41378b, HIP41378c, and
HIP41378d are likely to fall in the range 2–4 -m s 1, and
thus are detectable with current instrumentation. The two
inner planets have known periods, which will aid in
isolating the RV signals of the outer planets. HIP41378e
and HIP41378f have expected reflex velocities of
approximately 5 and 25 m s−1, respectively, and should
be readily detectable with enough observational
coverage.
4. HIP41378f is a gas giant in a likely 1 year orbit. The
host star’s brightness and HIP41378f’s 0.5% transit
depth make it an attractive target for future transit follow-
up observations if its precise orbital period and transit
ephemeris can be recovered. HIP41378f is one of the
first gas giants with a cool equilibrium temperature
transiting a star bright enough for transit transmission
spectroscopy. It could also be possible to measure the
planet’s oblateness, since its orbital period is long enough
that its rotation will not have synchronized with its orbit.
Discoveries such as the HIP41378 system show the value of
wide-field space-based transit surveys. The Kepler spacecraft
had to search almost 800 square degrees of sky (or seven fields
of view) before finding such a bright multi-planet system
suitable for follow-up observations. HIP41378 is a preview of
the type of discoveries the all-sky TESS survey will make
routine.
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